
Intro  
Great companies never stop looking for ways to improve their customer experience. And our guess is that you 
arrived on this page because you believe that no matter how amazing your product is, the client experience can 
always get better. You also probably know a thing or two about SaaS and how implementation projects all too 
frequently leave paying customers deeply frustrated and inundated with buyer’s remorse - leading to churn.  

The good news is that with a relatively simple focus shift within your implementation process, the kind of customer 
dissatisfaction that absolutely drives churn can be avoided. 

Churn Starts Early  
Sales aside, the first real impression your company makes with your clients is during implementation. After the sales 
contracts have been negotiated, now comes the hard work of getting your customer the promised value, in their 
expected time frame.  Yeah, work..that four-letter word that requires the coordination of processes, people and 
metrics to stay on track. Ahh! “Therein lies the rub.”

Trending Topics:
How to Improve Client Onboarding 
and Fight Churn from Day One



SaaS Vendors Guide - Churn Starts Early - Suggested Actions

  Ensure that every project staff member is trained to recognize the impact that delayed or unsuccessful 
implementation projects can have on your business

  Show up to every implementation with a full project plan in a dynamic medium readily accessible to all 
project participants - 24/7/365

 ° Ditch the spreadsheets. A spreadsheet for every project just doesn’t scale and offers little in the 
way of business analysis 

  Demonstrate that your firm values consistency in its onboarding practice by delivering ongoing task 
vulnerability alerts and reliable, accessible and always up-to-date status reports that communicate 
clearly

 ° New reporting technologies make such notifications and status reports easier than ever to create  

In a recent research study of SaaS providers conducted by Battery Ventures, the firm shared that roughly one-third 
of all respondents lost customers during their implementation process. Also, 37% reported implementations lasting 
between one to three months and ~40% of the companies managed implementations that take between three to 
12 months to complete.  So, not surprising that nearly all respondents indicated that their implementation process 
could be more streamlined.  

Once the implementation is underway, the big contributors to churn are typically not a single missed deadline 
or a minor miscommunication about task ownership. Discontent sets in when it becomes obvious the entire 
process is deeply riddled with blatant communication gaps, workflow bottlenecks and other delivery pitfalls that 

cause frustration. This quote from a churned enterprise software customer 
says it all, “I spent the first six months making excuses for our vendor’s 
lack of intelligent processes and the next six months readying for their 
replacement.”   

Consider the PM who shows up to kickoff with just a spreadsheet. What’s 
being telegraphed here is that they’re attempting to manage a complex 
process -- involving several people from different departments and 
organizations, completing a myriad of tasks with multiple dependencies and 
tight schedules -- using limited and outdated tools (more on this later).  Now 
imagine the customer learning that they’re using this same process with ten 

other equally dispersed clients. Right away the customer who signed the contract is feeling some serious regret. 
And that’s just day one. 

Remember that impressions are made until the software is fully up and running. The client’s line-of-business 
managers are not always engaged in the first weeks of technical projects, but they will be anxiously awaiting 
completion. And there’s a good chance that if the software they’ve bet on doesn’t work (perhaps your software), 
the result could be career-limiting. When delivery falls short of expectations, things heat up. Fortunately, 
there are solutions.

“Roughly
one-third of all 
respondents 
lost customers 
during their 
implementation 
process”

https://www.hellobaton.com/article/ditch-the-spreadsheets


  Plan for multi-organizational communication - use hub-based, adaptable collaboration technology 
designed for the unique challenges of software implementations 

  Incorporate a method to get custom feedback throughout the implementation, not at the end, 
to get a more holistic view of the project

  Apply meaningful productivity and performance metrics to your implementation process. Do this 
at both the project level and company wide. This will help your entire team clearly see the problems 
-- early -- that cause churn 

  Promote the mantra internally: Until the software is up and running, it doesn’t work.

  Accept this reality: the more inexcusable the project delay, the greater chance the favorability 
of your brand will suffer at renewal time.

“Projects 
Delayed

=
Revenue 
Delayed”

Your Product Must Be Up and Running 
to Recognize Revenue 

It’s basic math. Projects delayed = Revenue delayed.  Your CFO will support you on this as the general rule. 
Modern accounting laws rightfully protect the software buyer. This is partly why it’s painfully difficult to get paid if 
the implementation is delayed. Think about it. Would you pay for a product that no one can yet use? Of course not. 

Most customers actually don’t want to unnecessarily stall payments to valued vendors, but it’s frequently the only 
leverage they hold to ensure they’re getting what’s been promised.  The operative term here is, “valued vendors.”  
If your customer’s first experience with your software is a poorly-orchestrated onboarding project, it’s fair to expect 
that “valued” won’t be the word they’ll use to describe your company.  No executive likes hearing this, it’s difficult 
medicine to swallow, but they will benefit from accepting that value is a customer experience that doesn’t 
happen until the product is up and running. 

Some intentional redundancy here:  Delayed projects = delayed recurring revenue. The 
point of this paper is to embed this reality into the ongoing practices of every B2B software 
company and to encourage rethinking of both the level of attention required throughout the 
implementation process and the ways in which these critical projects are managed. 

Why is this point such a big deal as you scale? Well, here’s some more basic math: A single 
month delay on 10 of your projects adds up fast when it becomes a regular problem.  Ten 
such delays per month X 12 months = 120 months of lost MRR every year.  Looking at this 

from a more positive approach, consider the benefits of carving a month out of every single implementation. That 
incremental MRR adds up fast as well, and pretty soon the financial case for adopting new ways to accelerate all 
implementations gets easier to make. And it’s worth noting this is just the top line view, your company’s bottom line 
will obviously improve when fewer resources are spent getting each customer up and running.



Customer Time-to-value (TTV) - 
Delays and Accelerations 

The customer success community, especially in B2B SaaS, is smart to focus on time-to-value (TTV)  as a significant 
performance measurement.  There’s little debate among CS professionals that the longer it takes to get important 
business software up and running, the more you’ll test your customers’ patience.  Rarely a good idea. 

We’re now encouraging CS professionals to look at what percentage of the onboarding process is dedicated 
to the implementation process. We asked several B2B SaaS companies to look at their process historically and 
roughly estimate, on an average six-month client onboarding project, where they spend their time.  The feedback 
was compelling.  The graphic below reflects how important it is to get implementation just right. Because 
implementation consumes such a large percentage of the onboarding process, it’s easy to see the potential impact 
when the work takes longer than it should.

SaaS Vendors Guide - Accelerating Revenue Recognition - 
Suggested Actions

  Evaluate the workflow of your entire implementation process, starting with an examination of the kickoff 
meeting, through every phase, milestone and even down to the task level 

  Identify and track ongoing project interdependencies and employ new methodologies for tracking the 
regularity and impact of project bottlenecks

  Add systems that allow for aggregate views of the recurring slowdowns that obstruct 
revenue recognition 

  Automate task incompletion alerts, and warning of potential delays 

  Incorporate metrics for ideal project delivery times

  Measure customer satisfaction periodically throughout every implementation project

  Regularly revise your project plans to account for new learnings than can expedite client onboarding 

  Update your firm’s status reporting practices to remove outdated communication processes that slow 
task completion and project progress
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Implementation is also where your costs to bring customers live gets way out of hand and where the elusive “value” 
that clients expect can be either delayed or accelerated. 

Delays: Most of you know the typical ways in which implementation project delays occur. Deadlines are missed. 
Misunderstandings happen on scheduling and ownership by vendors, clients and third party service providers. 
Approvals required to move forward with project phases languish in seemingly inexplicable ways. Status reporting 
becomes so cumbersome it actually adds weeks to everyone’s schedules. Project-related documentation goes 
missing or the response time to fulfill documentation requests is too slow. And probably the worst type of delay 
comes from the lack of communication regarding task interdependencies and their impact on scheduling the scarce 
resources needed to complete technical assignments. 

Accelerations: Getting your software up and running faster does NOT mean skipping critical tasks, or eliminating 
checks and balances within the implementation project. It will, however, require process, culture and mindset 
changes and the elimination of outdated technologies that obstruct acceleration. Project acceleration is not solely 
about the removal of delays, it’s also about the opening of new gateways to communicate and operate more 
efficiently than ever. 

Project templates are hardly a new way to speed things up, however as project management platforms become 
more specialized for activities such as SaaS onboarding, the quest to refine project repeatability is becoming far 
less difficult. The result of advanced templates is their increasing ability to leverage learnings from past projects -- 
save and reuse project work as templates -- and make it possible to set up new custom projects 2X to 5X faster.  
Two other important accelerants in our industry are the evolution of executive dashboards that provide aggregate 
views of all onboarding projects in a given time frame and tools to monitor the use and future availability of staffing 
resources.  

Our recommendation is to pinpoint areas in your implementation processes where delays can be removed and 
opportunities for acceleration can be supported and promoted.



SaaS Vendors Guide - Improving Customer TTV - 
Suggested Actions

  The most important thing B2B SaaS companies can do is to get a better understanding of their entire 
implementation process. This starts by providing full visibility for every team member into the clients’ 
overall onboarding experience.  

  Look deeper into task interdependencies and how failure to meet deadlines within your projects are 
affecting delivery schedules and team performance company-wide (not to mention driving up CS and 
PS costs). 

  Experiment with new communication paths to secure required project approvals. Delays of this origin 
unnecessarily add costly time to projects. Ask your CS colleagues how often the delay in a project ends 
up being vendors waiting for approvals, only to later learn that no one on the client side was chasing 
down the approval authority (we see you nodding, yeah, that’s super aggravating). 

  Test and consider adopting new processes and technologies that improve:

 ° Task assignment clarity and ways to alert project participants of pending deadlines and their 
impact to the implementation schedule

 ° Project approval workflows 

 ° Unified, centralized and always-up-to-date status reporting 

 ° Task and documentation access coordination 

 ° Visualization:

• At the micro level, secure visibility into task interdependencies  

• At the macro level, see all your projects collectively, to see repeated challenges and 
opportunities for restructuring project workflows 

  Be sure to use project management solutions that are built for SaaS implementation work and include 
dynamic templates that are easy to create and customize for varying customer types

  Again, we’re recommending a real culture shift here. Try to share internally, especially at the executive 
level, how important it is to be forward thinking when you’re asking your customers to be forward 
thinking... especially about your software and its delivery process.

A final recommendation for today: Consider taking this advice by experimenting with a few of your own 
projects. Set them up in Baton. Our CS Team will even help you do the set it up 100% risk free. It will give you the 
perspective needed to revise your project workflow without disrupting your business. Click here to request a demo.

Coming in June, Part Two: 
1. The SaaS Implementation Audit - The value of project forensics and establishing a single 

source of truth for client onboarding projects 

2. SaaS Implementation Metrics - Measurement and metrics have become the mantra in most 
SaaS business cultures, and affordable options are quickly becoming available to track your 
CS team’s progress.

https://www.hellobaton.com/early-access

